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Insurium’s best-in-breed Claims Management solution is a full-cycle platform for all your claims needs. With 

our polished UI, adjusters can seamlessly navigate every detail of a specific claim, while having an intuitive user 

dashboard to guide their daily workflows. Total visibility is crucial to ensuring an adjuster's success. Want to 

have insight into new diary entries and tasks? We’ve got that. Want to provide better management to your 

reserves and claim payments? Our workflows help document and report upon each step of the process. Tired 

of filing CMS, EDI, state, and all other 3rd party reports? Let our system automate these and file these on your 

behalf. 

What Do We Do? 

We have consistently found that by having complete visibility on each claim, organizations can reduce their 

overall loss ratio, ensuring better performance across the program. This, coupled with the gained efficiency in 

the claims management process, has given organizations the opportunity to reduce operational costs and 

enable their teams to focus on the deeper trends through advanced data analytics. The use of which continues 

to help drive down the overall combined ratio. At the end of the day, our Claims Management solution is 

deeply rooted in the continuous success of your organization.

How does this impact your business? 

What we’ve realized at Insurium is that our customers care about three things: Driving Premium, Reducing 

Their Combined Ratio, and Providing Greater Services. Our end-to-end Claims Management solution is 

uniquely designed to transform the way you handle one of the most critical aspects of your insurance 

program. With a fully integrated claims solution at your fingertips, your business will become more connected 

than ever before. Whether it’s interdepartmental communications or external 3rd party transference of data, 

there is no limitation to your ability to access and leverage your claims data.

Why does this matter? 

Why Insurium? 
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